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This is health care.



As the area’s only premier health sciences 
college, we focus exclusively on health care. 
Our state-of-the-art simulation labs allow 
you to immediately dive into a  
hands-on education with our highly 
experienced faculty. Plus, our affiliation with 
Penn Medicine Lancaster General Health 
gives you access to one of the area’s most 
prestigious health care systems.

From certificates to doctorate degrees,  
PA College prepares you for the demands 
of health care. It’s not easy, but that’s 
the point. Whether you attend classes 
on campus or online, you’ll be ready to 

Pennsylvania College of Health Sciences  
is more than a school. It’s the beginning  
of your career in health care.

take on any challenge that comes your 
way. But you won’t be doing it alone, as 
our collaborative learning approach to 
teaching encourages students to work 
together toward common goals.

And though your career starts here, our 
relationship with you doesn’t end here. 
As you grow and find success, we’ll help 
you take the next steps in your career 
through advanced degrees and continuing 
education certificates. The world of health 
care is constantly evolving, but we’ll make 
sure you can evolve with it. 

You’ll always be a part of the PA College family,  
and together, we’ll change lives for the better.



The Center for Excellence in Practice is our state-of-the-art simulation and skills lab 
that prepares you for the real world through evidence-based practices. This dynamic 
learning environment took nearly a decade of planning with some of the most forward-
thinking experts in simulation education. It was designed to teach students critical 
thinking, collaboration and clinical decision-making.

The Center is unlike any other in the area, with more than 20 simulators, 24 
patient rooms, 40 beds and a fully equipped nursing station, as well as operating, 
radiology and ultrasound rooms. There are five conference rooms for observation 
and debriefing, and every space can be remotely monitored for live observation or 
recorded for later review.
 
The benefits of having such a detailed, highly customizable experience is that it 
creates memorable, hands-on learning in a controlled environment. Through specially 
designed scenarios, you’ll be able to experience on-the-job challenges and have your 
responses evaluated and immediately reviewed with your instructors.

With 20,000 square feet of dedicated simulation learning space, our ultimate goal is to 
give you the knowledge, experience and confidence you’ll need to start your clinical 
practice and ultimately care for patients. It’s not about preparing you for a job in health 
care one day. It’s about doing the job from day one.

Learn by doing. 

Interprofessional simulations 
improve communication and 
collaboration by allowing 
students across different 
specialties—such as nursing, 
radiography, sonography and 
paramedics—to come together 
in a safe, productive learning 
environment to achieve shared 
learning outcomes.

 
/ Dr. Kristen Zulkosky, PhD, 
RN, CNE, Director, Center for 
Excellence in Practice /

The teaching is simulated. The learning is real.

“

” 

20+
HUMAN PATIENT  
SIMULATORS

24
PATIENT 
ROOMS

40
PATIENT 
BEDS



These high-fidelity simulators 
have measurable vital signs, 
including respiration, pulse and 
blood pressure. They are capable 
of talking, sweating, bleeding, 
crying, blinking and much more.

They can even receive injections 
and IV medications. All these 
features allow students to 
experience what it’s like  
to care for patients in a 
controlled setting.

Each of our scenarios is developed in conjunction with faculty, subject-matter experts and the 
simulation team, so students can master specific skills and achieve objectives that help them 
prepare for clinical settings. From a control room behind the scenes, simulation technicians 
operate the simulators while a subject-matter expert serves as the on-call doctor or other health 
care specialist the students may call upon.

Our technicians provide the simulators’ voices and manipulate their vital signs in response to 
students’ actions. After each scenario, the students debrief on what went well, what could be 
done differently and how this can be applied to their clinical practice. Students will often go 
through the scenario a second time to use what they learned from their debriefing.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PA College also offers interprofessional education between the health sciences programs, 
since patients rarely touch only one part of the hospital’s services. More times than not, they 
experience care from a number of specialized health care disciplines, from nursing care, to 
surgery, to follow-up x-rays and so on. The layout and design of the Center for Excellence in 
Practice gives us the ability to blend the health sciences to create unique learning experiences 
for our students.

We did one simulation for a patient with meningitis. Before we 
started the simulation, our instructor brought us together to 
talk through our plan for working with the patient and helped us 
think through special considerations for a meningitis patient,  
like dimming the lights and speaking softly. 

 / Maddy Ardelean, ASN ’18 /

The power of simulation is in the details.

“

” 



No more “sage on the stage.”

Classrooms aren’t for teachers. They’re for students. That’s why teaching is never the 
focus at PA College – learning is. Each on-campus classroom was designed to encourage 
investigation and collaboration. And each virtual class has been designed by our faculty and 
online learning experts to encourage that same investigation and collaboration. We utilize 
the best virtual technology combined with the best online teaching strategies to deliver an 
unparalleled online learning experience. 

Our faculty believe in creating a learner-centered environment, not just physically, but 
culturally as well. All of PA College’s instructors have the experience and real-world 
credentials necessary to fulfill our mission to educate for excellence in health care practice, 
leadership and the continuous acquisition of knowledge.

Everything about our classrooms was created  
for our students – whether online or in-person. 

“ Instead of the instructor standing in front of the class presenting the material,  
it’s about designing collaborative, active-learning activities.

/ Dr. Jean Hershey, Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs /
” 



PA College also believe learning 
doesn’t just happen in class. It 
happens everywhere. A question is 
asked and an answer is sought. To 
us, every space is a learning space, 
whether online or in person. That’s 
why everywhere you look on campus, 
you’ll find unique spaces designed to 
encourage and facilitate collaborative 
learning. And for students in online 
courses, our expert faculty design 
learning experiences that nurture 
collaboration and interaction through 
technology. With years of experience 
in online teaching and learning, we 
know you don’t have to take in-person 
classes to make personal connections.

The idea that individuals 
learn better in groups is called 
collaborative learning. Students 
work together to solve problems, 
complete tasks and share ideas. 
PA College was built from the 
ground up with collaborative 
learning in mind.

Designed for
collaboration.



There’s more than one way to become a nurse, and PA College offers multiple programs to 
best fit your goals. We offer Associate in Science in Nursing (ASN) and Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing (BSN) degrees. as well as three master’s degree programs and a doctoral degree. 

New nursing students can earn their ASN in a two-year program or a three-year evening 
and weekend track. They can also earn their BSN in a traditional four-year program or an 
accelerated three-year program for qualified students. Or they can earn their ASN, take a 
break to gain valuable work experience, and come back to complete their BSN with our 2 
+ 2 nursing program. For those who are already a registered nurse with an ASN, our RN to 
BSN program lets you earn your BSN with just two additional years of schooling.

Nursing your way.

When you’re ready to advance your career, our Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) - 
Administration teaches you the latest in health care policy, finance, organization and 
management. Our MSN - Education prepares you to inspire future generations of health care 
professionals. Or, earn your MSN - Nurse Practitioner degree in Adult/Gerontology Acute 
Care, Family/Individual Across the Lifespan, or Psychiatric/Mental Health.

After you’ve earned your master’s degree, work your way toward a Doctorate of Nursing 
Practice to make an even bigger impact within the health care field.

“
” 

Knowing the amazing programs that PA College had to offer and 
their new, state-of-the-art campus made my decision a no-brainer. 
My favorite part of the PA College program has been the faculty and 
fellow students that I have met along the way. Going to school with so 
many people working towards the same goal is inspiring.

/ Kate Rohrer ’21 (2+2) /
” 



CARDIOVASCULAR 
TECHNOLOGY
LEARN/ How to work in a dynamic 
team environment with physicians 
to diagnose and treat cardiac and 
peripheral vascular disease

3,800 
additional job openings projected 
through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science),  
or earn a certificate in one year if  
you already have a college degree

EARN/ $67,080 median salary *

SUCCEED/ As a team member 
in a cardiac catheterization (cath) 
lab, cardiac electrophysiology 
lab, physician’s office or another 
position in the catheterization/
electrophysiology industry

DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL
SONOGRAPHY
LEARN/ How to use high-frequency 
sound waves to image and evaluate 
organs, soft tissue structures and 
vascular flow, including brain, abdomen, 
and pregnant and non-pregnant  
female exams

+19%  
faster than average expected job 
growth nationally through 2028
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science),  
or earn a certificate in 13 months if 
you already have a college degree

EARN/ $72,510 median salary

SUCCEED/ As a professional working 
alone or as a team member in 
physician offices, hospitals and clinics

MEDICAL  
LABORATORY SCIENCE
LEARN/ How to perform and evaluate 
tests on blood and bodily fluids that 
help diagnose and treat diseases and 
maintain health

35,100 
expected job openings  
nationally through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ One-year certificate 
program if you already have a 
college degree, or following 
three years of college as a 
degree completion option

EARN/ $52,330 median salary *

SUCCEED/ As a scientist in a 
hospital, laboratory or specialized 
clinical setting

NURSING  
ASSOCIATE DEGREE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING

MSN –  
NURSE PRACTITIONER

LEARN/ To hone your clinical skills 
by pairing rigorous classroom learning 
with advanced simulation time and 
guaranteed clinical placement

LEARN/ in a program that prepares 
you for professional excellence with 
guaranteed clinical placement, early 
hands-on clinical experiences, and high-
tech simulation learning

LEARN/ To take your career to the next 
level by providing high-quality care in 
this predominantly online program with 
a minimum of 720 clinical hours

95.4%  
of recently surveyed graduates  
reported job placement in the  
first six months after graduation
(PA College Graduate Survey)

88%  
of recently surveyed graduates  
reported job placement in the  
first six months after graduation
(PA College Graduate Survey)

+26%
faster than average expected job 
growth nationally through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-Year Track (traditional 
program); Three-Year Track (part-time 
program blending online and traditional 
learning); ASN+BSN (streamlined 
approach to get two degrees in less 
time); LPN Advanced Placement  
(Six-week module that allows 
successful LPNs to skip the first year)

FOCUS/ Accelerated Three-Year (faster 
path to career in nursing); Traditional 
Four-Year (traditional program); 
ASN+BSN (streamlined approach to get 
two degrees in less time); RN to BSN 
(accelerated program for  
working nurses)

FOCUS/ Adult/Gerontology Acute Care; 
Family/Individual Across the Lifespan; 
Psychiatric/Mental Health

EARN/ $71,730 median salary* EARN/ $71,730 median salary* EARN/ $113,930 median salary*

SUCCEED/ In a hospital, school, clinic, 
long-term care facility or workplace

SUCCEED/ In a hospital, school, clinic, 
long-term care facility or workplace

SUCCEED/ In a hospital, school, clinic, 
long-term care facility or workplace

MSN - 
EDUCATION

LEARN/ To become a leader in nursing 
education as a registered nurse through 
cutting-edge educational theory in 
clinical learning, as well as curriculum 
design, teaching strategies  
and assessment

55,710 
postions nationwide  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year online program 
with three on-campus Integrating 
Experiences at our Lancaster campus

EARN/ $81,350 median salary* 

SUCCEED/ As a nursing educator 
across a wide range of higher 
learning institutions and hospitals

MSN - 
ADMINISTRATION

LEARN/ To take on leadership roles 
as a registered nurse in a variety of 
health care settings, focusing on health 
care policy, finance, organization and 
management, as well as population 
health, business analysis, strategic 
planning and leadership

+18%  
job growth projected through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

+10%  
Doctorally prepared nurse administrators 
earn an average of 10% more than 
master’s-prepared colleagues 
(Medscape)

FOCUS/ Two-year online program 
with three on-campus Integrating 
Experiences at our Lancaster campus

EARN/ $99,730 median salary*

SUCCEED/ As a nursing leader 
at hospitals, managed care 
organizations, clinics and  
other agencies

DOCTORATE OF 
NURSING PRACTICE

LEARN/ To plan and lead evidence-
based practice interventions, quality 
improvement programs and health 
policy changes that address patient 
safety, promote patient-centered 
care and reduce health disparities 
among diverse populations

FOCUS/ Two-, three- or four-year 
online program with three on-
campus Integrating Experiences 
held at our Lancaster campus

EARN/ $99,730 median salary*

SUCCEED/ As a top-level nursing 
leader or educator



NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
TECHNOLOGY
LEARN/ How to use radioactive 
materials to make diagnostic images  
of nearly every system in the body

91% 
registry exam pass rate
for past three years
(JRCNMT Annual Report)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science),  
or earn a certificate in one year if you 
already have a college degree, or 
following three years of college as a 
degree completion option

EARN/ $76,820 median salary* 

SUCCEED/ As a team member 
in hospitals, outpatient facilities, 
physicians’ offices and similar settings

SURGICAL
TECHNOLOGY
LEARN/ How to ensure that the 
operating room environment is safe, 
equipment functions properly and  
the operative procedure is conducted 
under conditions that maximize  
patient safety

+9% 
 faster than average expected job  
growth nationally through 2028  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science),  
or earn a certificate in one year if  
you already have a college degree

EARN/ $47,300 Median Salary*

SUCCEED/ As a surgical technologist 
in a hospital or outpatient operating 
room or surgery center

RADIOGRAPHY
LEARN/ How to perform diagnostic 
imaging procedures, including routine 
and trauma radiography, fluoroscopy  
and mobile radiography

100%  
employment rate within  
one year of graduation
(PA College Graduate Survey)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science)

EARN/ $59,520 median salary*

SUCCEED/ As a radiographer in a 
hospital, physician’s office or  
orthopedic clinic

LEARN/ Critical thinking and 
critical decision-making skills in the 
classroom, in the clinical lab  
and at the bedside—all within the 
same semester

RESPIRATORY CARE

27,900  
expected job openings  
nationally through 2028  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year program  
(Associate of Applied Science)

EARN/ $60,280 median salary*

SUCCEED/ As a Respiratory Therapist 
in an intensive care unit; emergency 
room; neonatal, newborn, or pediatric 
care unit; home care setting; sleep lab; 
pulmonary function lab; or long-term 
ventilator-dependent unit

VASCULAR 
SONOGRAPHY
LEARN/ The specialized skills to 
conduct ultrasounds on veins and 
arteries throughout the body  
during clinical rotations and on-
campus simulations

FOCUS/ Two-year program (Associate 
of Applied Science), or earn a 
certificate in one year if you already 
have a college degree

EARN/ $67,080 Median Salary*

SUCCEED/ As a professional 
working alone or as a team 
member in physician offices, 
hospitals and clinics

18,000
expected job openings nationally  
through 2028
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE IN HEALTH 
SCIENCES
LEARN/ How to apply advanced 
critical thinking, theoretical 
knowledge and professional 
development in your health  
science field

10%  
expected job growth  
nationally through 2028  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year accelerated 
online bachelor’s degree for 
students who already completed an 
accredited health science program

EARN/ Increase on existing salary

SUCCEED/ In a clinical 
management, administrative, or 
health informatics role, or advance 
your clinical practice within your 
professional discipline



PARAMEDIC

LEARN/ How to provide immediate 
pre-hospital treatment for ill or injured 
patients; a paramedic is usually the 
highest level health care provider who 
responds to an emergency

+7% 
faster than average expected  
job growth nationally  
through 2028  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ 12-month technical 
certificate program

EARN/ $34,320 median salary*

SUCCEED/ During medical 
emergencies, rescue operations, 
mass casualty situations, fires and 
crime scenes, usually as a member of 
a fire department or ambulance team

Technical &
Professional
Certificates

BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE IN 
HEALTHCARE 
ADMINISTRATION

LEARN/ About operational principles 
of health care administration from 
industry experts and through hands-on 
learning experiences

71,600 
expected job openings  
nationally through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Four-year online accelerated 
bachelor’s degree

EARN/ $96,180 median salary*

SUCCEED/ In entry-level health  
care leadership roles, making a 
difference in the lives of patients  
and their communities

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN HEALTHCARE 
ADMINISTRATION

LEARN/ How to effectively 
manage and lead health care 
provider organizations and other 
related industries with a focus on 
leadership development, financial 
and analytical skill development, 
and strategic planning

71,600 
expected job openings  
nationally through 2028 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ Two-year online program 
with three on-campus Integrating 
Experiences at our Lancaster campus

EARN/ $99,730 median salary*

SUCCEED/ As a leader at a  
hospital, outpatient center,  
long-term care facility or other  
health care organization

HEALTH 
INFORMATICS

LEARN/ About the foundations 
of managing and effectively using 
information and computer science 
in health care

23,100 
expected job openings nationally  
through 2028  
(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

FOCUS/ 16-credit certificate program 
that can be taken in tandem with our 
BSN or BSHS programs; applicants 
who already have a college degree 
can also apply

EARN/ Increase on existing salary EARN/ Increase on existing salary 

SUCCEED/ As a health care 
professional who functions more 
effectively in an increasingly 
technology-driven health  
care environment

HEALTHCARE 
ADMINISTRATION

LEARN/ About health care policies 
and management processes to 
keep up with ever-changing laws, 
regulations and technologies

FOCUS/ 18-credit certificate program 
that can be taken in tandem with our 
BSN or BSHS programs; applicants 
who already have a college degree 
can also apply

SUCCEED/ Grow your career 
opportunities and equip yourself to 
lead in a variety of health care settings

Information about the educational 
debt, earnings and completion rates 
of students who attended Gainful 
Employment-eligible programs at PA 
College is available at www.PAcollege.
edu/consumer-information/gainful-
employment. 

*All salary information from the 
 Bureau of Labor Statistics



More chances to grow your skills.
Providing frequent clinical opportunities helps to ensure that you are prepared 
for a future in health care. You’ll be in the clinical setting early in your academic 
experience, helping transfer the knowledge and skills you’re learning in the 
classroom to actual patient care. 

Our guaranteed clinical placements build your experience through more 
opportunities, in more ways. It’s not just about clinical skills – it’s about 
collaboration, problem solving and critical thinking to provide the best patient 
care possible. 

We work with institutions across multiple PA counties. Our partnerships with 
premier health systems like Penn Medicine, WellSpan Health, UPMC, Tower, 
Geisinger, Penn State Health and Lehigh Valley Health Network open doors  
to diverse learning opportunities.

Clinical
Affiliations



” 

Pennsylvania College of Health Sciences is a military-friendly institution. We offer assistance  
and services to veterans and their dependents who are utilizing educational benefits.  
We are happy to assist you with completing the application for VA Education benefits, processing 
your benefits with the VA and providing direction to other valuable services and resources.
 
These benefits can include:

Proudly Supporting Our Military

GI Bill® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).  
More information about education benefits offered by VA is available at the official U.S. 
government web site at www.benefits.va.gov/gibill.

“

” 

When I left the Navy full time, I chose to study radiology because 
it is interactive. But now that I’m actually involved in patient 
care, I desire more. I want to be a part of the patient’s care plan 
and to try to communicate to them and make a bigger difference 
in the patient’s life.

/ Derek Pietsch, RAD ’15, BSHS ’20, U.S. Navy /

PA College offers financial aid to students to 
help make going back to school a little easier. 
Among the aid that PA College provides, 
there are options to apply for grants, loans or 
scholarships.  

The best place to start is to complete a Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 
The FAFSA must be completed for each year in 
which you would like to receive financial aid.
When you complete your FAFSA, use PA 
College’s code, 009863.

The FAFSA becomes available on October 1 
for the next academic year. All undergraduate 
Pennsylvania residents are encouraged to 
complete their FAFSA by May 1 each year in 
order to be considered for a Pennsylvania 
State Grant. Additional details regarding the 
FAFSA can be found on our website. 

Financial Aid

PA College offers formal partnerships with 
Penn Medicine and WellSpan Health.  
More information regarding those benefits 
can be found here. 

In addition, many employers offer 
tuition benefits to part-time and full-time 
employees, so be sure to check with your 
employer to see what tuition benefits 
you’re eligible for. 

Tuition Benefits

• Chapter 30 Montgomery GI Bill®
• Chapter 31 Vocational Rehabilitation
• Chapter 33 Post 911 GI Bill®
• Chapter 35 Survivors and Dependents 

Assistance

• Chapter 1606 National Guard or Reserves
• Pennsylvania National Guard Educational 

Assistance Program
• Federal Tuition Assistance

http://www.benefits.va.gov/gibill
https://www.pacollege.edu/admissions/financial-aid/getting-started/
https://www.pacollege.edu/health-network-employee/


PA College offers several ways to connect with our Admissions team! We host a 
Virtual Info Session every Tuesday from 1-1:45 p.m. These sessions are a great way 
to learn more about the admissions and application process, get an overview of our 
programs, and ask your admissions questions. Or sign up for a Virtual Open House, 
held throughout the semester. In addition to an admissions overview, Open Houses 
offer a deeper dive into specific programs and breakout sessions with program 
faculty. To sign up for these events, visit www.PAcollege.edu/events! 

• For bachelor’s and master’s degrees, 
we accept applications throughout 
the year as space allows.

• For associate degrees and 
certificates, applications are due 
February 1 for programs beginning 
in August and August 1 for programs 
beginning in January.

Additional application requirements 
can be found on our website.

PA College encourages transfer 
students to apply to any of our 
programs. We provide individualized 
transcript evaluations, and typically 
accept general education courses 
completed with a C or better in the 
requisite timeframe that align with 
our curricula.  

Application Deadlines Transfer Students

Because every class we offer is focused 
on health care and our courses are 
designed to build on each other, 
program-specific courses and some 
general education courses must be 
taken at PA College.

To get started on your transfer 
evaluation contact the Office of 
Admissions.

We have several options for high school 
students to further their education and 
explore a career in the health sciences. 
Our state-of-the-art learning environment 
offers an early start on your future degree. 
Dual enrollment allows eligible high school 
juniors and seniors to enroll in general 
education courses while also completing 
high school requirements. Plus, dual 
enrollment students can apply for free 
and receive a priority admissions decision! 
Contact dualenrollment@PAcollege.edu for 
more information. 

Dual Enrollment

Admissions
Info

https://www.PAcollege.edu/events
https://www.pacollege.edu/admissions/requirements/
https://www.pacollege.edu/admissions/contact-us/
https://www.pacollege.edu/admissions/contact-us/
mailto:dualenrollment@PAcollege.edu



